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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to develop the core module of computer-aided three-dimensional
garment pattern design system.
Design/methodology/approach – A progressive mesh cutting algorithm and mesh reshaping algorithm
have been developed to cut a single mesh into multiple patches. A flat projection algorithm has been
developed to project 3D patches into 2D patterns.
Findings – The software developed in this study is expected to enable its users to design complex garment
patterns without the in-depth knowledge of pattern design process.
Research limitations/implications – The mesh model used in this study was a fixed model. It will be
extended to a deformable garment model that can be resized according to the underlying body model
Practical implications – The software developed in this study is expected to reduce the time required for
time-consuming and trial-and-error-based pattern design process.
Social implications – Fashion designers will be able to design complex patterns by themselves and the
dependence upon expert patterners could be reduced
Originality/value – The progressive mesh cutting algorithm developed in this study can cut a mesh model
using arbitrary lines. The mesh reshaping algorithm can improve the mesh quality of divided patches to
increase the numerical stability during subsequent pattern flattening process. The flip removal algorithm can
effectively remove the partially flipped mesh elements.
Keywords Dart, Flat pattern projection, Garment pattern, Mesh cutting, Three-dimensional garment model
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Information technology is being widely used for productivity improvement as well as
quality management in various industrial fields. The garment industry, which has been
considered as a labor-intensive one, is also evolving into a technology-oriented industry by
introducing the information technology. In preparation for the so-called fourth industrial
revolution, many research works have been made based on the information technology,
such as computational geometry, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, and so on.
For many years, advanced countries such as the USA, Europe and Japan have been
developing two-dimensional (2D) garment CAD systems. Since the 2000s, three-dimensional
(3D) systems have been developed such as garment simulation and body measurement
systems because 3D environment has become more and more important in garment design.

Until recently, garment pattern design process has been based on 2D methods, which is
an inefficient process in which skilled pattern designers draw initial patterns based on their
expertise and modify them by using a trial-and-error based method until the patterns fit
well. Many studies have been made to solve this problem by using 3D pattern design
process. Yang et al. (2011) tried to make prototype garment patterns based on 3D body
scanning data. They cut the 3D garment model mesh into multiple pieces in three ways and
developed them into 2D patterns. However, there was a limit that the mesh was cut only by a International Journal of Clothing
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straight line defined by the feature points on the human body, rather by an arbitrary line.
Wang et al. (2010) tried to make the patterns of a wetsuit by cutting a garment model into
multiple 3D pieces and developing them into 2D patterns. Mitani (2005) proposed a mesh
cutting method to design garments in 3D. However, the study did not include the pattern
development process. Turkiyyah et al. (2011) conducted a research on mesh cutting for the
interactive simulation of surgical operation, clothing design, clay sculpture and virtual
reality applications. Zhang et al. (2016) proposed a new surface modeling method that cuts
the mesh of a 3D body scan data into the shape of garment patterns and flattens them into
2D patterns. Yang and Zhang (2007) attempted to transform a 3D dress form model into
2D patterns for the mass customization of garments. Keckeisen et al. (2004) also tried to
design garment pattern in 3D environment. Li and Lu (2014) proposed a new garment
design method, which generates a new 3D garment model by cutting and combining the
original garment model. However, there was a limitation that it was difficult to produce
practical garment patterns because the method focused primarily on the visual modeling of
a 3D garment. Zhang et al. (2018) tried to generate a garment model based on the 3D human
body model. They cut the body model into the shape of a garment and developed it into flat
patterns using an interactive user interface. Kulinska et al. (2016) developed a parametric
garment design method using the virtual mannequins of the target population. They graded
the neck and armhole lines in a 3D environment and thereby found the advantages of
3D parametric design. Hong et al. (2017) developed a virtual reality based apparel design
process to produce customized clothing for people with scoliosis. A virtual human model
and the 3D drape simulation technique were used to confirm the fit of the garment.

In this study, a progressive mesh cutting algorithm has been developed to make garment
patterns by cutting a 3D mesh model. Using this algorithm, a mesh model can be divided
into multiple patches along arbitrary lines drawn on the mesh model. Then, the patches are
projected as flat patterns. The outline of patterns can be saved as a drawing exchange
format (DXF) file to be used in various garment CAD systems. A mesh reshaping algorithm
has also developed to improve the quality of the divided mesh. Finally, a 2D pattern
projection algorithm has been developed that can remove the partially flipped mesh
elements during pattern flattening process.

It is expected that those who have little knowledge of garment pattern design will be able
to design complex garment patterns using an intuitive user interface developed in this
study. The time required for garment pattern production is also expected to be reduced.

2. Development of algorithms
2.1. Progressive mesh cutting algorithm
In this study, a mesh cutting algorithm has been developed that cuts a 3D mesh into several
patches along arbitrary lines. It can be briefly explained as follows. When the user draws a
straight line on the screen, as shown in Figure 1(a), a corresponding 3D plane can be defined
from that line in consideration of the current point of view, as shown in Figure 1(b).

Once a plane is defined, the intersection points of that plane and each triangular element
in a mesh can be determined, as shown in Figure 2(a). At this, the mesh structure needs to be
reorganized as shown in Figure 2(b) because some triangular elements should be divided.

After the mesh is reorganized, it can be divided into two separate meshes by grouping
the triangular elements with respect to the cutting plane. However, this algorithm can only
be applied when the cutting line is straight and it cannot be applied when the line has
multiple segments, as shown in Figure 3(a).

The reason is that it is impossible to determine whether or not a specific triangular element
lies either on the left or on the right side of a cutting line when the cutting line consists in
multiple segments. As shown in Figure 3(a), certain elements of the mesh can be on the left of
one segment, while on the right of another segment at the same time. However, if the area to be
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divided were defined as a polygon, as shown in Figure 3(b), the mesh could easily be divided by
grouping the inside and outside elements with respect to that polygon. The schematic diagram
of mesh division algorithm is shown in Figure 4. To group the elements, the user-drawn polygon
is first subdivided into a coarse triangular mesh, as shown in Figure 4(c). Then, each element in
the mesh is checked whether it lies inside of any of those mesh or not.

As shown in Figure 5, a plane intersects a triangular element in a mesh in four modes.
A triangle can be subdivided up to four triangles.

Especially for mode 2, two different cases can be assumed, as shown in Figure 6. In this
case, triangles with too acute angle can cause numerical instability in 2D pattern projection
process, which will be discussed later. Therefore, a triangle should be divided so as to
minimize the standard deviation of the angles of all the resulting subdivided triangles.

Figure 7 shows the schematic diagram of progressive mesh cutting process.

(a) (b)

Notes: (a) 2D line in orthogonal view; (b) 3D surface in perspective
view

Figure 1.
Schematic diagram of

cutting plane
definition

(a) (b)

Notes: (a) Location of intersection points; (b) triangular mesh
reorganization

Figure 2.
Mesh reorganization

along cutting line
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(a) (b) (c)

Notes: (a) Polygonal region definition; (b) mesh reconstruction; (c) grouping of triangular
elements with respect to the polygon

Figure 4.
Schematic diagram of
mesh division

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

Figure 5.
Schematic diagram of
triangular element
subdivision

(a) (b)

Notes: (a) Polyline representation; (b) polygon representation

Figure 3.
Definition of complex
cutting line
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If a divided patch were not a developable surface, an additional cut line, in other words, a
dart would be required to flatten the patch. A dart line can be defined as a line segment with
one end being outside of a patch while the other being inside. Then the mesh is divided and
reorganized along the dart line by the same process as described earlier.

2.2. Mesh reshaping
As shown in Figure 8, some undesirable acute elements may be produced during the cutting
process. In this case, it is necessary to remove those elements as many as possible since they
may cause numerical instability in the subsequent pattern flattening process.

This is done in two steps. The first step is to merge the adjacent points on the cut line
together, as shown in Figure 9(a). If three points A, B and C on the cut line satisfy the
condition of Equation (1), an acute triangular element can be removed by combining point B
with the nearest point either A or C:

+BAC�180j jpC1;

ABpC2 or BCpC2; (1)

where C1, angle tolerance and C2, minimum edge length.

Mode 2 Poor

Better

Figure 6.
Subdivision of

triangular element for
mesh quality
improvement

Initial Design Step 1

Step 3Step 2

Figure 7.
Schematic diagram of

progressive mesh
cutting process
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The second step is to remove elements with any corner angle smaller than the
predetermined threshold value. As shown in Figure 9(b), a poorly shaped triangular element
can be removed bymerging the points together that make up the shortest side of that element.

2.3. Flat pattern projection
In order for the divided patch to be flattened, it must first be projected onto the
two-dimensional plane. This can be done by finding the intersection point between a plane
and the line passing through each point on the patch and a projection center, as shown
in Figure 10. At this time, the shape of the projected patch is usually distorted, and in some
cases, overlapped triangular elements may occur.

Ignoring the overlapped elements, a 3D patch and its 2D counterpart can have the
identical shape by repeating the calculation described in Equation (2) over all the triangular
elements in the patch:

l ¼ e3D�e2Dj j;

d ¼ 1� tan �1l
p

; v!¼ p0p1
��!

;

p0
!¼ p0

!þ v!� d; p1
!¼ p1

!� v!� d ; (2)

Figure 8.
Examples of acute
triangular elements
along cut line

A

(a)

(b)
B A CC

Notes: (a) Boundary elements; (b) internal elements

Figure 9.
Schematic diagram of
mesh reshaping
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where, e3D¼ an edge in 3D patch, e2D¼ an edge in projected 2D patch, p0, p1 ¼ two end
points of e2D.

This is an algorithm that moves both end points of a 2D edge in consideration of the
length difference d of each edge between 3D and 2D patches. In the case of a large length
difference, sudden large movement of points may make the whole system unstable. For this
reason, the movement of each point needs to be properly damped by using the arc tangent
function, as shown in Equation (2).

However, flipped triangle elements mentioned above cannot be corrected by this process
and it is necessary to correct the flipped triangle during the flattening process.

Assuming the three vertices of A, B and C of a projected triangular element A, B and C,
their 3D cross product can be obtained by using Equation (3). The sign of the z component of
the cross product of a correct element and that of a flipped element are opposite to each
other. This makes it easy to determine whether an element is flipped or not:

A0 ¼ Ax;Ay; 0
� �

; B0 ¼ Bx;By; 0
� �

;C 0 ¼ Cx;Cy; 0
� �

;

v1
!¼ B0A0��!

; v2
!¼ B0C 0��!

;

p
!¼ v1

!� v2
!; (3)

where A′, B′, C′¼ 3D coordinate of each point.
p
! ¼ 3D cross product of v1

! and v2
!.

The flipped element correction process is shown in Figure 11. First, find a flipped triangle
that shares any edge with a non-flipped triangle. Then flip that triangle with respect to the
shared edge. At this time, other flipped triangles related with that triangle may also be
corrected. Finally, all the flipped elements can be corrected by repeating this process.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Overview of system
The overview of the system developed in this study is shown in Figure 12. The software was
developed using Embarcadero C++ Builder 2010.

3.2. Progressive mesh cutting
An example of progressive mesh cutting process applied to a bodice model is shown
in Figure 13. In this process, a single bodice model was divided into multiple patches. When
a patch is selected, it becomes the active patch and highlighted in green. When a cut line is
drawn on the screen, the active patch is divided into two patches along that line.

Imaginary Target Plane

2D Projected Patch

3D Patch

Projection
Center

Overlap by Inversion

Figure 10.
Schematic diagram of

3-D to 2-D initial
projection
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Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Figure 11.
Schematic diagram of
flipped element
correction process

Figure 12.
Overview of 3D
pattern design system
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3.3. Mesh reshaping
When the mesh is cut, there are inevitably sharp shapes in the newly created triangular
elements. In this case, it is necessary to reduce the pointed triangle because it can invoke
numerical instability during the flattening process.

Figure 14 shows the result of mesh reshaping process. The shape of each element was
modified as uniform as possible by removing poorly shaped triangular elements formed
along the cut line or inside the mesh.

3.4. Flat pattern projection
An example of flat pattern projection is shown in Figure 15. The strain that occurs during
the flattening process is shown in colors. The color becomes red if an element was extended
and becomes blue if it was shrunk.

The outline of a patch can be determined by finding and connecting the edges that belong
to only one element as shown in Figure 16. First, one of those edges is selected as the starting
edge. Then, find the next edge, of which the starting point is the end point of previous edge.
A closed path can be completed by repeating this process until the first edge is revisited. The
outline can be saved as a DXF file so that it can be used in other CAD systems.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a pattern design system has been developed that can enable its users to design
garment patterns in 3D environment using an intuitive user interface. Users can cut a
garment model into multiple patches by drawing arbitrary lines on the model while
observing it from various angles. A robust progressive mesh cutting algorithm has been
developed to divide the mesh using arbitrary lines instead of straight lines. Poorly shaped
triangular elements produced during mesh cutting process were removed by the mesh
reshaping algorithm. Patches were projected into flat patterns by using an algorithm that
can effectively remove the partially flipped triangular elements occurred in the projected

Figure 13.
Examples of

progressive mesh
cutting
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Figure 14.
Examples of mesh
reshaping

Figure 15.
Examples of projected
patches

0 1 2

Starting Point

(1,0)
(0,3)
(3,7)
(7,8)
(8,9)
(9,6)

Starting Point → (2,1)

(6,2) ← Starting Point

Edge Sequence:

6543

7 8 9

Figure 16.
Schematic diagram of
patch outline
extraction
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patches during the projection process. The outlines of the flattened patches were extracted
and saved as a DXF file to be further used in other CAD systems. Using the system
developed in this study, it is expected that even those who do not have the in-depth
knowledge of pattern design will be able to make complex garment patterns. The time
required for garment pattern production is also expected to be reduced.
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